Sample Workflow:

FCL SHIPMENTS - Accounts Payable Posting & Reconciliation on Cargowise
Expedock Process

*If the shipment and accrual is on CW:*

- The entry, reconciliation, and posting takes 1 min of your operator's time to forward us the invoice.
- Expedock uses **References Keys** to find the right shipments on Cargowise
- The invoice will be reconciled against **accrual for the corresponding shipment**
Expedock Process

*If there is no accrual:*

- Expedock to enter and post based on an agreed upon standard operating procedure.
- The manager and operator receives a copy of all shipments without accruals through daily reports.
**Expedock Process**

*If there is no shipment:*

- Expedock will alert the operator and manager
- Expedock or Customer creates the Shipment
Product:

**LCL SHIPMENTS - Accounts Payable Posting & Reconciliation on Cargowise**
Expedock Process

If the **consol and accrual are on CW:**

- The entry, reconciliation, and posting takes **1 min** of your operator’s time to forward us the invoice.
- Expedock uses **Consol ID** to find the right consol on Cargowise
- The invoice will be reconciled against **accrual for the corresponding consol**
If the there is no accrual:

- Expedock to enter and post based on an agreed upon standard operating procedure.
- The manager and operator receives a copy of all shipments without accruals through daily reports.
Expedock Process

If there is no consol:

- Expedock will alert the operator and manager
- Expedock or Customer creates the consol/shipment
How we could help:

With Expedock, you can scale your business while keeping headcount low.
The ultimate process to scale

Without Expedock

- Manual Documentation Process
  - Shipment & Consol Creation
  - Shipment & Consol Amendments
  - Invoice entry & audit

Approx. 30 - 45 Minutes
Accuracy: Unreliable

With Expedock

- Expedock Automated Process
  - Creation & Amendments
  - Shipments / Consols
  - Invoice entry & audit

1 min for exceptions
Accuracy: 99.97%

How we could help